This work presents a joint solution to two challenging tasks: text generation from data and open information extraction. We propose to model both tasks as sequence-to-sequence translation problems and thus construct a joint neural model for both. Our experiments on knowledge graphs from Visual Genome, i.e., structured image analyses, shows promising results compared to strong baselines. Building on recent work on unsupervised machine translation, we report the first results -to the best of our knowledge -on fully unsupervised text generation from structured data.
Introduction
Knowledge graphs (KGs) are a general-purpose method for storing information (knowledge) in a structured, machine-accessible way and as such are an important component of the semantic web (Van Harmelen et al., 2008) . So it is no wonder that they were also adapted in other domains such as image analysis . Very often such an analysis (also called scene graph) is sufficient to make an image more accessible to both human and machine.
A KG is human-interpretable in principle, but non-experts may have difficulty making sense of raw triples. Thus, there is a need for methods such as an automatic natural language summarization that support non-experts working with KGs. This paper addresses both directions of conversion between KGs and text to both help humans better understand graphs and machines better understand texts (i.e., information extraction).
Our contributions are in particular:
1. We propose a joint model for data to text generation and open information extraction.
2. We obtain first results in a fully unsupervised setting for the above tasks. Graph2text racket is purple and racket is for tennis and girl holding racket Text2Graph (girl, holding, tennis); (tennis, attr, purple)
Figure 1: Example scene graph and output generated by the rule-based systems.
3. We are the first to attempt image caption generation from a structured analysis of an image without using the actual image.
2 Task Formalization 2.1 The Task Visual Genome ) is a large collection of images with associated scene graphs, where a scene graph annotates visual objects with properties and visual relations between them. Each scene graph is organized into smaller socalled region graphs, representing a subpart of a more complex larger picture that is interesting on its own. Each region graph is associated with a textual region description. The region graphs were not specifically designed to resemble the region descriptions although they should describe the same region in an image. This semantic correspondence makes it an interesting problem for data to text generation, while it is still challenging because text and graph are not simple translations of each other. Generating the description from the corresponding region graph can be seen as an instance of concept-to-text generation whereas the opposite direction can be called open information extraction (Niklaus et al., 2018) .
The Data
The graphs from Visual Genome consist of objects (as nodes V ), relations (as directed edges between these nodes E ⊆ V × V ) and attributes (of one node). In order to fit with standard definitions in graph theory, we formalize attributes as nodes as well and link them to their respective nodes with edges bearing the special label attribute. The other edges and nodes are labeled as well. Edge labels are called predicates, node labels are called object names.
Knowledge graphs (KGs) are often considered sets of facts rather than edges with labels. A fact is simply a triple consisting of an edge's start node label (the subject), the edge label, and the end node label (the object). We call the sequence of facts of a KG the serialization of a KG. We serialize a KG by separating the elements of a fact triple with special SEP symbols and separating serialized facts with end-of-fact symbols (EOF).
The serialization of a KG defines an order for its facts although in reality the triples in a graph are unordered. However, working with serializations permits us to use the same sequence models for text and KGs, which offers a lot of advantages -e.g., we can embed both in the same semantic space using a sequence encoder.
Notation
In the remainder of the paper, we denote the space of textual region descriptions and region graphs by T and G. The set of available supervised examples (x, y) ∈ G × T is called S ⊂ G × T . P a→b will stand for translation models expecting an a as input and producing a b as output where g (graph) and t (text) are possible values for a and b.
3 Models 3.1 Rule-based systems We propose two simple rule-based systems that rely on the similarities between KG representations and actual sentences. These two systems will serve as baselines in our experiments. Graph2text. From a serialized KG, we simply remove separator symbols and replace end-of-fact symbols by the word and. The special predicate attribute is translated as is. See Fig. 1 for an example. Text2graph. After preprocessing a text using NLTK's default POS tagger (Loper and Bird, 2002) and removing stop words, we apply two simple heuristics to identify facts in a given text: (1) Each verb is translated to a predicate (only is is changed to attribute). Subject and object are identified as the content words directly before and after the verb. (2) All adjectives a form an attribute, i.e., build triples of the form (X, attribute, a). X is filled with the first noun after a.
Neural translation systems
For our neural translation systems, we employ the standard encoder-decoder architecture with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014) augmented with a copy mechanism (Gu et al., 2016) . Allowing the model to directly copy from the source to the target side has been shown to be beneficial in data to text generation (Wiseman et al., 2017; Puduppully et al., 2019) . We use a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) as encoder and a unidirectional one as decoder. Following (Britz et al., 2017) , we furthermore apply dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) at the input of both encoder and decoder cells.
In the following, we describe the changes we made to this standard architecture and our design principles to adapt the neural translation architecture to the task of text generation from structured data. Same system for both directions. Following Lample et al. (2018b) , we train our system for both directions text ↔ graph, sharing encoder as well as decoder. To tell the decoder which output language should be produced (text or graph), we initialize the cell state of the LSTM decoder with an embedding of the desired target language. The hidden state of the LSTM decoder is still initialized with the last state of the encoder as usual. noise function behavior swap applies a random permutation σ of words/facts with ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , |σ(i) − i| ≤ k; k = 3 for text, k = +∞ for KGs blank replaces each fact/word with a probability of p blank by a special symbol blanked drop removes each fact/word with a probability of p drop repeat inserts repetitions with a probability of p repeat in a sequence of facts/words rule applies the rule-based systems graph2text and text2graph (Lample et al., 2018a) , but in our setup facts in serialized graphs take the role of words in text. As order should not matter in graph representations, we drop the locality constraint in the permutation in swap for facts by setting k = +∞. repeat follows the intuition that serialized KGs should not contain repetitions of the same fact. That means denoising samples that were generated by repeat corresponds to detecting and removing redundant information in a graph representation. We use repeat analogously for textual input; in the case of text, repeat mimics a behavior often observed with insufficiently trained neural MT models, i.e., repeating words a model considers important. rule is the only noise function that introduces domain knowledge about the correspondence between English sentences and serialized KG representations. Here the denoising task becomes a real translation task (although with noisy automatically generated source side). In summary, we consider the following loss terms:
where C ∈ {swap, blank, drop, repeat, rule} chosen randomly each epoch for each sample and loss term independently. Unsupervised training As in the work of (Lample et al., 2018b) , our setup can also be easily modified for the unsupervised case. We start training our model only with L lm for one epoch using all noise functions on all unsupervised samples. In subsequent epochs, we go back to using L lm in its original way, i.e., sample only one type of noise per sample, and use the sum of L lm and L back as training signal where
This means we use backtranslation with the current models to obtain a supervised signal in all epochs but the first.
Experiments
For our experiments, we only consider region graphs from Visual Genome that are related to some kind of ball sport event. For this, we identify all images where at least one region graph contains at least one fact that mentions an object ending with ball and take all the regions from them. This yields approximately 390k region graphs and descriptions. We randomly split these data into 80% train, 10% validation (val) and 10% test portions, removing in a second step any regions from train that were also found in one of the images from val or test. a dropout rate of 0.2 and a batch size of 10. We use these same settings for all experiments. Supervised models are trained for a maximum number of 20 epochs but stopped early when L sup does not decrease on the validation set during 10 epochs. All models capable of translating both directions are trained with homogenous batches of one target language at a time.
Training details
To facilitate comparison with the supervised setting, we use the same graphs and texts as used in the supervised train portion also for the unsupervised training. We simply ignore the respective gold target side. Table 2 shows the results for the text generation task. From the first line we can see that the rulebased approach is already a very strong baseline according to BLEU. When we look at the example translation in Fig. 1 , however, we see how cumbersome these translations become especially for larger knowledge graphs.
Results
The combined approach for both translation directions (graph ↔ text) performs on par with the unidirectional one (CopyNet) while using the same amount of parameters for two tasks instead of one. If we look at the task of information extraction (Table 3) , we see a similar picture. The combined approach performs only slightly worse than the unidirectional one, showing that it is a promising direction for future research. The rule-based approach here is consistently outperformed by the neural models, especially in terms of recall.
The unsupervised models achieve a performance already very close to the supervised ones, which shows the general adequateness of the approach for data to text generation. From both tables we see, however, that performance does not always increase from one iteration to the next. These fluctuations in performance should be investigated in future work.
Although our noise functions seem to be adequate to facilitate unsupervised learning, they do not lead to improvements in the supervised case. Further research might shed light on the impact of different types of noise.
Related Work
There is a large body of literature about text generation from structured data, notably about the creation of sports game summaries from statistical records (Robin, 1995; Tanaka-Ishii et al., 1998) . Recent efforts make use of neural encoder-decoder mechanisms (Wiseman et al., 2017; Puduppully et al., 2019) . Although text creation from relational databases is related, we specifically address text creation from graph-like structures such as knowledge graphs.
Recently, Koncel-Kedziorski et al. (2019) used knowledge graphs as the source for text generation. Instead of serializing the labeled and potentially disconnected graph, however, they had to convert their input to a connected and unlabeled version in order to use it with their graph encoder architecture. Our model does not need such preprocessing steps and -as opposed to specialized and separated encoders for graphs and texts -our model can make use of shared structures.
Methodologically, our work resembles most (Lample et al., 2018b) . We apply the principles they identified for unsupervised translation from one language to another to the field of text generation from structured data. We adapt the noise model of Lample et al. (2018a) to the domain of serialized knowledge graphs and introduce two new noise functions specific to that domain.
Conclusion
We presented a joint model for open information extraction and text generation from text by formalizing both tasks as sequence translation. We presented promising first results on a subset of Visual Genome scene graphs, both for supervised and fully unsupervised settings. Table 3 : Performance on open information extraction measured in micro-averaged precision, recall and F1 score.
